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Results in Review
MAFL Funds

Well that just stings.

Eight bets, eight losses – thank you linesmen, thank you ballboys.

My head tells me that, statistically, weekends like the one we just had are
inevitable, but that doesn’t dilute the bitter aftertaste at all.

Hardest to take was the Eagles’ loss to the Swans. To lead for all but the last
80 seconds of the contest is a torture that no gambler should be forced to
endure, especially when that lead extends to 6 straight goals at the major
break.

This year, it seems, no lead is safe. In this round alone we saw 6 teams come
from behind at the end of the first quarter, 3 teams come from behind at the
half and 2 come from behind at the final change. Alas, none of them was a
team with our money riding on it.

So the sad picture for Investors is now the one you see in the table at right.

There’s a lot of catching up to do in the second half of the season.

Surprisal
Based on surprisals, this was the season’s sixth “Very Predictable” round and the fifth such round type in the
last seven rounds.

As you’d expect, there’s been a strong
relationship between Average Surprisal per
Winner and Average MAFL Tipster
Performance as the chart at right
demonstrates.
(The points in red are for the weeks where
there were draws and so the surprisal
scores are for just 7 games and the
maximum  MAFL  Tipsters  score  is  7½  from
8) .
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Tipping
This was yet another good weekend for tipsters, producing the second-highest
average of the season to date, though with an unusually high standard deviation
reflecting the fact that a few tipsters did miss out.

The breakdown of tipster performance appears in the table at right.

Shadow was rewarded for his loyalty to the Blues by being the only tipster who
scored 8 from 8 this weekend. Exactly three-quarters of the remaining tipsters
were, however, just a single tip behind him on 7.

The weekend’s worst tipping performances belonged to MM2, the Über Model and the Simplified Über
Model, each of whom scored just 4, dropping them all back into the pack of tipsters.

In overall tipping BKB continues to lead and is now on 68 from 88 (77%) followed by MARS on 66 from 88
(75%), Chi on 65 from 88 (74%), and then Quila and CTL both on 64 from 88 (73%).

Running totals for all tipsters appear in pictorial form in Appendix 1.

Mean and Median Absolute Prediction Errors
The average margin of victory in Round 11 was just over 25 points. Generally, given the conservative nature
of Chi’s and Quila’s tipped margins, low average victory margins mean small absolute prediction errors for
them, and this was indeed the case this weekend.

Chi’s average absolute error was just 20.5 points and Quila’s just 19.5 points, both eclipsing BKB’s which was
23.4 points.

For the season to date:

Chi’s mean absolute prediction error is 30.08 points; his median absolute prediction error is 26 points
Quila’s mean absolute prediction error is 30.47 points; her median absolute prediction error is 26
points
BKB’s mean absolute prediction error is 28.57 points; his median absolute prediction error is 21.5
points

Good Bets and Bad Bets
During the weekend’s carnage, between bouts of gnashing and wailing, I got to pondering the question of
whether or not it’s possible to judge the quality of an individual bet. In other words is it possible to state
with any objectivity that Bet A was a good bet and Bet B a bad one?

In the simple case where each bet’s probability of success is known it’s easy to make such a good/bad
assessment. One reasonable and fairly intuitive approach is to proclaim any bet with a positive expectation
as a ‘good’ bet and any bet with a negative expectation a ‘bad’ bet. So, for example, if I’m offered 5/1 odds on
the toss of a fair coin, that would be a ‘good’ bet, whereas being offered even money on rolling a 6 with a fair
die would be a ‘bad’ bet, regardless of the outcome in either case.

But, what if – as is the case in the overwhelming majority of instances – the true underlying probabilities are
unknown? How might we use the actual result as an indicator of whether or not a bet was good or bad?

You could, of course, equate the quality of a bet directly with its outcome, deeming all successful bets ‘good’
and all unsuccessful ones ‘bad’. Whilst this approach undoubtedly has simplicity on its side, it is surely
deficient in that it precludes the existence of ‘good’ but unprofitable and of ‘bad’ but profitable bets. Taking
my earlier example of obtaining 5/1 odds on the toss of a fair coin, I would end up declaring this bet a ‘bad’
one  about 50% of the time (ie whenever I lost the bet).

Dwelling on this example for a moment suggests a variant of the ‘good equals profitable’ approach that
works where the true probabilities aren’t known in advance. It requires, however, that we consider groups
of bets and not individual bets and it is as follows: provided we have a large enough sample of bets, in
aggregate those bets were ‘good’ if they made money and ‘bad’ if they didn’t.
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The ‘large enough’ requirement ensures that we remove the confounding influence of random fluctuations
on our assessment; having ‘enough’ bets allows us to make a reasonable post hoc estimate of the true
aggregate probability of the bets concerned. ‘Good’ bets, on average and in aggregate, make money; ‘bad’
bets lose money. Adopting this approach would, for example, prevent us from deeming a large enough series
of 5/1 bets on the toss of a fair coin as ‘bad’ bets, which would seem to be a good thing.

There’s hardly a Nobel prize in that suggestion though is there? Boldly, I’m declaring, you can decide
whether a pile of bets was ‘good’ or ‘bad’ depending on the impact they have on your wallet. Whilst this is
probably the only way to truly and objectively make such an assessment, it still leaves us none the wiser
about the whether a particular bet might be classified as ‘good’ or as ‘bad’.

Let me offer a tentative suggestion then. A bet that’s decided by 3 goals of less is a bet that could readily in
most instances have gone the other way. Let’s call that a ‘marginal bet’ and contrast it with a ‘comprehensive
bet’, which is one where the victory margin (adjusted by the amount of any handicap if the bet in question is
a Line bet) was more than 3 goals. Sure, 3 goals is a bit arbitrary, but it is approximately the standard
deviation of the margin of all games if you (equally arbitrarily) cap the maximum margin at 75 points.

If I employ the 3-goal rule, there are four bets outcomes:
Comprehensive wins: successful bets where the victory margin, adjusted for handicap if it was a Line
Bet, was more than 18 points
Marginal losses: unsuccessful bets where the victory margin, adjusted for handicap if it was a Line
Bet, was less than 18 points
Comprehensive losses: unsuccessful bets where the victory margin, adjusted for handicap if it was a
Line Bet, was more than 18 points
Marginal wins: successful bets where the victory margin, adjusted for handicap if it was a Line Bet,
was less than 18 points

Using this classification system, the performance of the 5 funds breaks down as follows:

Fund Comprehensive
Wins

Marginal
Wins

Marginal
Losses

Comprehensive
Losses

Heritage
(-70.2% from 30 bets)

+101.2% (4 bets) +24.6% (2 bets)
Impact if results
reversed -36.7%

-46.3% (6 bets)
Impact if results

reversed +205.4%

-149.6% (18 bets)

Alpha
 (-12.2% from 3 bets)

+2.2% (1 bet) - -6.9% (1 bet)
Impact if result

reversed +10.2%

-7.5% (1 bet)

Beta
 (-5.1% from 4 bets)

+2.2% (1 bet) +0.4% (1 bet)
Impact if result
reversed -1.4%

- -7.6% (2 bets)

Chi
 (-34.2% from 10 bets)

+4.9% (4 bets) +1.5% (1 bet)
Impact if result
reversed -4.5%

-30.5% (4 bets)
Impact if results
reversed +91.5%

-10.2% (1 bet)

Line
 (-24.9% from 7 bets)

+14.0% (2 bets) - -39.0% (5 bets)
Impact if results
reversed +74.0%

-

So, for example, the Heritage Fund, which has currently lost 70% of its initial value across 30 bets has made
101.2% from 4 bets that can be classified as Comprehensive Wins, has made 24.6% from 2 bets that can be
classified as Marginal Wins, has lost 46.3% from 6 bets that can be classified as Marginal Losses, and has lost
149.6% from 18 bets that can be classified as Comprehensive Losses.

Were we to reverse all the Marginal results then the Heritage Fund would be 36.7% worse off from
swapping the Marginal Wins to Losses but a staggering 205.4% better off from swapping the Marginal
Losses to Wins. Lady Luck has truly not been kind to the Heritage Fund this year. Adding to this diagnosis, a
closer look reveals that 4 of the Heritage Fund’s 6 Marginal Losses have been by 6 points or fewer.

The Chi and Line Funds have also suffered mightily from a preponderance of Marginal Losses over Marginal
Wins. A reversal of Marginal Wins and Losses would see the Chi Fund increase by 87% and the Line Fund by
74%. Undertaking the same reversal for the Alpha Fund would lift its value by 10.2% and, for the Beta Fund
would drop its value by 1.4%.

On any fair assessment I think you’d have to say that Investors have had poor luck so far this season and that
many of the Funds’ bets, whilst unprofitable, have not necessarily been bad. (Though that’s not to shy away
from the fact that some of them have been stinkers …)
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Team Quarter-by-Quarter Analysis
Here are the teams’ quarter-by-quarter performance details.

Hawthorn won yet another 4th quarter on the weekend maintaining their near-perfect record in that quarter
and building an astonishing 172 percentage for that term. The
Bulldogs retain second spot for this quarter and Geelong
retain third, each winning the final quarters of their
respective games too.

Ironically, Fremantle, who failed to lead at the final change for
the first time in 5 weeks, won their final term against the
Lions but still went down by 22 points.

On the Overall table (see right), in winning all four quarter in
their game against the Dons, Hawthorn have leapt from 4th to
1st, relegating the Cats to 2nd and last week’s leaders, the
Bulldogs, to 3rd.

The correlation between:
overall performance and competition points is +0.93
1st quarter performance and competition points is +0.60
2nd quarter performance and competition points is +0.76
3rd quarter performance and competition points is +0.61
4th quarter performance and competition points is +0.71

This year, it’s all about the 2nd and the 4th quarters.
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Team Ratings Update
With most of the favourites winning this weekend and no margin of victory exceeding 51 points, the highest
ratings point increase was only 3.7 points and was earned by Adelaide for their 50-point victory over the
Tigers.

Next best was the 2.9 points earned by Hawthorn for their 51-point victory over the Dons, then 2.8 points
which was earned by Carlton for their upset victory by 12 points away to Port. The only other change greater
than 2 points was the Bulldogs’ 2.3 point increase earned by beating the Saints by 27 points.

Two winning teams – Collingwood and Sydney – suffered ratings point decreases as the margins of their
respective victories were insufficient given their ratings point superiority.

Here’s how the ratings now look:

After losses for the teams ranked 9th through 11th on MARS, Port Adelaide remains in 8th and still with an 8½
ratings point margin to the Roos in 9th. Next weekend Port play Geelong at Kardinia and the Roos take on
Freo at Subiaco, so there’s some prospect for a narrowing of the gap.

The MARS Top 8 has now contained the same teams for the past 5 weeks and the only difference between
the competition Top 8 and the MARS Top 8 continues to be Port’s inclusion in the MARS Top 8 at the expense
of the Roos.
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Speaking of the competition ladder, here’s how it now looks:

No team now has a winning streak that extends beyond 3 games and only 2 teams have losing streaks that
are any longer than 3 games.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Enough already of this week. Bring on Round 12.

(This week I felt like there was an elephant in the way too …)

(Again with thanks to
Denis)

‘til Thursday,

Tony

9 June 2008
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Appendix 1 : Cumulative Tipping Performance – All Tipsters


